
them with our own eyes, big groves and small groves 
alike. The effect ranges from a noteworthy drop in pro-
duction all the way to bare branches.

The Fat Gold grove is on the “bare branches” end of the 
scale. (We discussed this in-depth in our latest e-mail 
newsletter. If you don’t currently receive it, you can sign 
up at fat.gold, and browse the archive in the Fat Gold 
Files section of the site.) We’ve heard estimates that the 
production of California olive oil could be down 30 or 40 
percent this year. Again, that’s everybody: the big produc-
ers you see in grocery stores, the boutique-y brands at 
farmers markets, and the micro-scale makers like us.

The best theory we’ve heard is that early in the winter, a 
climate glitch scrambled all the trees, first telling them 
“time to grow!” and then plunging them into cold. Oof. 
That’s farming! It’s humbling to confront a force so totally 
beyond our control. We’re still figuring out where we’ll 
source the olives we need this fall, but tucked into the 
crisis is an opportunity: We’re excited to build relation-
ships with people growing varieties different from the 
ones we have in Sunol, so we can offer you some new 
flavors next year.

As always, if there are any problems whatsoever with 
your shipment, let us know. Just email robin@fat.gold 
and we’ll get things fixed.

We hope you enjoy this issue of Fat Gold. Remember: 
good olive oil is not for hoarding. Use it up!

–Kathryn and Robin

Welcome to our fourth issue, harvested on November 11, 
2017. This one’s a little bit different. Let us explain.

PARALLEL DIMENSIONS

A subscription program supplied by an olive grove planted 
with different varieties in uneven amounts is, basically, a 
giant puzzle. You have different quantities of oil (and you 
can’t get more until next year!) and a subscriber base that 
grows in surges; how do you match one to the other? The 
oil we had the least of, we sent first; then, as more sub-
scribers joined (hello!) we moved on to the oil in 30-gal-
lon drums. So far, so good.

But, now that we’re sending oil to more than 200 sub-
scribers, there’s a problem: we don’t have that much of 
any single variety. Here’s our solution. Half of you are get-
ting our leccino, the other half maurino. For the sake of 
education and/or jealousy, we’ll describe them both here.

Leccino is the same olive that we used in our first crush, 
the cloudy oil fresh from the mill that we sent back in 
December 2017 to our very earliest subscribers. This lec-
cino, however, is very different! It’s been filtered, so it’s 
clear and golden like all the rest of the oil we’ve sent this 
year. It tastes clean and crisp, with notes of mint, parsley, 
grass, and tea.

Maurino, not often encountered as a single-variety oil, 
packs a big aroma. You might detect hardy herbs like sage 
and thyme. It has a kind of woodiness, too, like a forest 
floor.

(If this is your first shipment of Fat Gold: we always 
include instructions on how to taste extra virgin olive oil. 
Check the back of this zine.)

We’ve designed this issue’s magnets to match the split 
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shipment. They’re two fragments of the same image, 
which you’ll find reproduced on the inside of this zine. 
In the future, we’d like to do this kind of split shipment 
again and give people the opportunity to “complete the 
set.” For now, this is all we’ve got; there’s not a drop left 
of either oil. It’s all in your hands! (And we better not see 
any of these magnets on eBay…)

HOW TO USE YOUR FAT GOLD

Kathryn’s Ratatouille Revelation
Kathryn had never been impressed with a ratatouille. In 
fact, she could have described her ratatouille experiences 
with one word: meh. She’d also never made it herself.

However, it’s September in California, and we were gifted 
zucchini, tomatoes, peppers, and eggplant, and the clock 
was ticking; the peppers were getting wrinkly. Ratatouille 
would use it all in one go! The squash and eggplant were 
thinly sliced, the sweet peppers cut into strips (augment-
ed with one lonely jalapeño found in the fridge), and it 
was all slathered in olive oil with hefty pinches of salt. 
An onion was sliced thick and tossed with a bit of garlic; 
more salt and olive oil. Kathryn roasted it all in the oven 
on baking sheets—several were necessary for the whole 
batch—but in separate piles, so the vegetables could be 
removed as they turned golden brown and began to crisp 
on the edges. For example, Kathryn cut the zucchini thin, 
so it browned the quickest, while the onions took their 
sweet (caramelized) time.

Once all the vegetables were brown and beautiful, she 
mixed them together with chopped tomato, a little more 
garlic, and salt. Then, the mixed-up veg went back on 
a baking sheet, drizzled with (YES!) more olive oil, and 
baked for another hour. The result blew Kathryn’s mind.

Continued inside →

HOW TO TASTE OLIVE OIL

Grab a spoon or a tiny cup and pour out a little bit.

Smell it! Olive oil has tons of aroma.

Take a sip. Slurp in a little bit of air at the same time.

Now: swallow it. There are three things you’re looking 
for in an extra virgin olive oil, all in balance:

• Fruitiness. Think of words like this: grassy, 
tomato-y, herbaceous. You might taste green 
banana, artichoke, or something almost flowery. 

• Bitterness. If you ever eat an olive straight off the 
tree, you will discover that they are very, very bitter. 
Some of that bitterness makes it way into the oil. 

• Pungency. This is a fancy word for the spicy 
sensation that you might feel at the back of your 
throat. It’s not spicy like a chile pepper; more like 
ginger or radish. If you’ve never experienced it 
in olive oil, it can be a bit alarming! What you’re 
feeling is caused by the antioxidants that are 
abundant in fresh olive oil. (Some people even 
describe olive oil in terms of one, two, or three 
coughs.) 

Along the way, you might experience an extra wave of 
“retronasal” flavor as aromas rise into your nose after 
you swallow and exhale.



The image used to make this issue’s magnets is from the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s online collection of public 
domain artwork. Titled “Garden Gathering,” it’s a tile panel made in 1640-50, attributed to Iran, probably the cosmo-
politan city of Isfahan. The woman in the center has burn marks on her arms; these were considered a testament to 
devotion—sometimes to God, other times to a lover. The man kneeling before her wearing a European-style hat is 
probably a merchant. Maybe he sold olive oil? You can find out more at fat.gold/artwork

The individual ingredients were barely recognizable; they 
had formed a rich, silky, savory mess that was much more 
than the sum of its parts. Kathryn loosely followed the 
recipe available at cooking.nytimes.com, but you can 
probably use any recipe you come across, as long as you 
follow these tips: 

1. Do not skimp on the salt
2. Do not skimp on the olive oil
3. Do not use crappy olive oil

Kathryn is now convinced that ratatouille is an olive oil 
dish more than a vegetable dish. If you have any of our 
moraiolo left from the last shipment: make ratatouille!

Another Thing
Chocolate! Both of this issue’s oils are delicious with 
chocolate. Don’t believe us? Get some well-made choco-
late ice cream and drizzle it with Fat Gold. If you’re feeling 
really fancy, add a few grains of chunky sea salt. If you’re 
not feeling fancy, take a box of brownie mix and use Fat 
Gold instead of the vegetable oil. Olive oil and chocolate 
belong together.

THE CALIFORNIA OLIVE CRISIS

Here’s the news from California: olive production is down, 
way down, all across the state.

Back in the spring, Kathryn noticed that the trees didn’t 
seem to have any buds. There were a few, here and there, 
but not the profusion we remembered from last year.

Were they late?

Weeks rolled by, and because there had been no buds, 
there were no flowers, and then, because there were no 
flowers, there was no fruit. This was obviously bad news. 
We wondered if we’d done something horribly wrong. 
Pruned the trees too hard?

News began to trickle in: groves all across the region 
looked the same. We’ve now traveled around and seen

Continued on the back →


